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"Jennifer showed me her secret formula to creating a short story post that 
generated over 3,000 views and helped me book 50 new clients into my 
webinars." 
Nora O'Brien, Connect Consulting

“Thanks to what you’ve taught me, I have grown my network to over 7,000 
people, and just booked a deal with one of the biggest ride-sharing 
companies in the world!” 
Rex Miller, Mindshift

“We worked with Jennifer to improve our LinkedIn Profile and WOW!!! 
Within a couple of weeks our social selling index went up by 23% and we 
were contacted by a former client who wants to work with us again!” 
Carol Cambridge, Stay Safe ProjectCarol Cambridge, Stay Safe Project

“Even before the course was finished, I picked up one client and 4 leads. 
My connections went from 820 to just under 5000, I am now being seen 
as an expert in my field.” 
Ira Wolfe, Sales Consultant

“Don't let her warm smile and friendly name fool you. Jennifer Darling is a “Don't let her warm smile and friendly name fool you. Jennifer Darling is a 
bad ass. She is the real deal when it comes to clarifying what your focus 
needs to be in order to gain the success you want.” 
Traci Benelli, Executive Performance and Productivity Coach

In this 4 Module Live Video Course, Jennifer goes in-depth to 
show you step-by-step how to build a massive following, 
connect and engage with corporate decision makers, and get 
the most challenging prospects to notice you. 

She’ll teach you:
   6 Fundamentals to Getting Prospects Wanting to Connect  
  with YOU, including her secret formula for getting tons of  
  testimonials
  4 Methods to Establish Yourself as an Expert and Get    
  Right Into the Newsfeeds of Your Ideal Prospects
  3 Tips to Ensure Prospects Can Find You (and Make Sure  
  Your Current Profile Isn’t Turning Them Off)
   4 Ways to Find Prospects, Increase Your Connections, and  
  Build Influence to grow your network to 1,000s of quality  
  leads
  4 Techniques to Get Your Biggest (and sometimes most   
  challenging) Prospects’ Attention
  5 Step Strategy to Maximize Connections at Networking   
  Events to Create a Solid Follow Up Plan

INCREASE YOUR LEADS WITH LINKEDIN 
DEEP DIVE VIRTUAL COURSE: $497 

  Jennifer gives you specific feedback to build a        
  phenomenal brand and marketing strategy to get more   
  leads so you can close more sales. She’ll review your    
  profile, run it through her 15-point Rockstar Profile     
  assessment, and tell you what to do to create a giant    
  megaphone for your business.

  You get a (:30) minute video call where she will walk you    You get a (:30) minute video call where she will walk you  
  through exactly what you need to do generate enormous  
  reach. You’ll receive a copy of the completed assessment,  
  and a video playback of your call

ROCKSTAR PROFILE ASSESSMENT AND 
FEEDBACK: $247

Want to build a massive network of ideal customers on LinkedIn and engage with them 
like never before?
Jennifer shows you her top secrets to connect with 10x more prospects, create a 
magnet with your profile, and generate awareness with 1000s of views on your posts.

Get More Action with Your
Ideal Clients using LinkedIn


